
The ingenious and 
unique basin

n Ready in a few seconds

n The basin adapts itself  
 to the environment

n Little storage space

n Low investment
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  Repair

  Breakdown

  Decontamination

  Rescue mission

Description
The OTTER basins are part of a patented 
system from Acquaalta Schutzsysteme 
GmbH in Switzerland.  The various basins 
are installed in a few seconds and, thanks  
to their unique suppleness, they are the  
only basins on the market today being  
able to adapt to the ground’s asperities  
as well as to obstacles located in the zone  
of operation and even adapt in height.
The basins are made of very rugged  
tarpaulin, consisting of a polyester mesh 
with a high frequency welded PVC-coat- 
ing on both sides.

Fields of application
Wherever a leak of hazardous liquids may 
endanger the water quality: fire brigades, 
oil brigade, police, automobile roadway 
repair service, army, disaster control, craft 
and industrial establishments, construction 
firms, crane companies, agriculture and 
forestry, repair services, machine shops, 
maintenance companies, shipping com- 
panies. 

Durability
The basins have a very high chemical  
resistance. However, they are not resistant 
to all liquid substances. 

Custom made basins
Custom made models are possible on 
request. 

Measurement of the basin

The most versatile and universal Basin

  Basin packed   Ready to be unfolded

  Fits nearly every possible shape

Technical data Type 60  Type 100  Type 150  Type 200

Dimensions (L × W in cm)  60 x 60  100 x100  150 x150  200 x 200

Edge (H = height of the edge)  18 cm  22 cm  40 cm  40 cm

Capacity in litres (on flat ground)  45  160 550  1000

Weight incl bag in kilogrammes  2.3  4  17.5  25

Storage size in cm  40×30×9  52×34×8  78×47×18  103×48×17

Option: tarpaulin, PVC black    n n 
(protection of the basin’s bottom against  
cuttings by sharp edged items on the ground)
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  Already on the job

The basin is installed in a few seconds

Unpack and unfold
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